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Abstract
Problem/Objective: This study investigates awareness and importance of, and knowledge
about, features of CentrePort Canada, in the eyes of the Winnipeg supply chain community.
CentrePort is the inland port located in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Method: A questionnaire focused on features of CentrePort was sent via e-mail to supply chain
professionals in the Winnipeg area. This was done through the cooperation of two supply chain
organizations and their chapters in Winnipeg.
Results: Respondents are aware of certain more heavily advertised aspects of CentrePort. Most
of the features are rated relatively important by the respondents. However, the lean alignment
of an organization seems to have little impact on the importance of CentrePort’s features, and
the respondents are ultimately not confident in their knowledge about CentrePort.
Conclusions: While respondents are aware of the physical space that CentrePort occupies, they
are very much unaware and uninformed of CentrePort’s nuances.
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Introduction
CentrePort is a business development initiative with funding from all three levels of
government (federal, provincial and municipal), located in Winnipeg and Rosser, Manitoba.
This is a project with over 200 million dollars of government funding and a focus on the supply
chain. As a huge development in Winnipeg, it warrants study.
As a student of supply chain management (SCM), this area is of great interest and
curiosity for me. As a taxpayer who funds these operations but also a pupil of the field, the
overlap is very appealing. In my review of CentrePort, I found myself constantly unsure of what
exactly was meant by what was written. For example, what is “single window access to foreign
trade zone benefits?” What is meant by “Better. Faster. Cheaper?” I also found in discussions
with practitioners of the field, it seemed that different individuals had dramatically different
interpretations of what was being promoted. Due to this confusion, the idea of studying
CentrePort and the community’s perceptions of it seemed justified.
This thesis endeavours to explore what CentrePort is, what inland ports are, and what
local businesses and interested parties in Winnipeg know about this large scale project.
The thesis is organized into five more sections. In the first section, CentrePort is briefly
described, in terms of its location and mandate. Second is a literature review, covering inland
or dry ports and lean logistics. The third section outlines the research questions and describes
research methods used. Statistical results are presented in the fourth section. Finally, the fifth
section draws conclusions, including implications for CentrePort, supply chain practitioners and
public policy makers.
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What is CentrePort?
CentrePort is a segment of land governed by The Centreport Canada Act and as such has
specific mandates. In order to understand what CentrePort is, looking at both the physical
parameters and the intent of the entirety of CentrePort is paramount.
CentrePort Canada is located in the City of Winnipeg and the rural municipality of
Rosser (http://www.centreportcanada.ca/). In this location, CentrePort is more than 2,300 km
from the nearest major Canadian ports (located in Montreal and Vancouver), and roughly 100
km from the border between the United States and Canada. Figures 1 and 2 show the location
of CentrePort within North America and Winnipeg, respectively.
Figure 1.

Map of North America; showing Winnipeg, Montreal and Vancouver

(https://www.google.ca/maps/)
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Figure 2.

Map of CentrePort (CPC) and Winnipeg

(http://www.centreportcanada.ca/land-and-space)

There is also the CentrePort Canada Corporation, a government-mandated organization.
Its mandate, clipped from the CentrePort Canada Act, is shown in Figure 3. In discussions with
supply chain practitioners and interested parties, at times, the legal entity is confused with the
land area of CentrePort.
In reviewing the mandates of the CentrePort Corporation, it is seen that CentrePort at
its core is a business development initiative. In anticipating which advantages of dry/inland
ports from the literature may apply (increased volume, better customer service, new jobs in the
Winnipeg area and lower environmental impact).
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Figure 3.

CentrePort Canada Corporation Mandate

According to Walter and Poist (2004), successful inland ports have “major private
investors, large populations nearby, and air transportation facilities.” Given its location in
northwest Winnipeg, CentrePort clearly has access to air transportation facilities. A Winnipeg
location also comes with a population of over 700,000. Further, this inland port does not have
major private investors. According to its annual report, the corporations’ largest source of
revenue remains government funding (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4.

CentrePort Canada Inc. Statement of Operations

Source: CentrePort Canada Annual Report 2013-2014 – Statement of Operations

It should be noted that the revenue shown in Figure 4 is for CentrePort the Corporation,
not CentrePort the physical entity, which contains Red River College and numerous businesses,
such as Bison Transport. (Of course, these organizations were situated there since long before
CentrePort was declared to encompass a large swath of territory in northwest Winnipeg.) The
information related to investment by private industry within CentrePort the physical entity is
not displayed in this annual report.
Advantages of a CentrePort location compared to Winnipeg in general should also be
reviewed. While the foot print of CentrePort takes up a large section of the city, some of the
benefits the entity advertises are available throughout Winnipeg and/or Manitoba province.
CentrePort promotes some unique features on its web-site (http://www.centreportcanada.ca/),
such as:
1. CentrePort Canada is the only inland port in Canada offering single-window access to
foreign trade zone (FTZ) benefits. FTZ programs can be advantageous in helping
5

companies manage imported inventories by offering immediate cash-flow benefits, such
as avoidance or deferral of import duties (http://centreportcanada.ca/free-trade-zone).
2. CentrePort’s common-use rail facility is moving forward with the selection of a site and
adjacent industrial park. This facility will further enhance CentrePort’s transportation
advantage, i.e. on-site access to rail, trucking and air cargo operations (for details, see
http://centreportcanada.ca/about-us#RecentMilestones).
3. CentrePort Canada Way (CCW) is a $212.4 million, 10-kilometre divided expressway that
connects businesses located at CentrePort Canada to the Perimeter Highway and into
key trade corridors such as the Asia-Pacific Gateway and the Mid-Continent Trade and
Transportation Corridor (http://centreportcanada.ca/about-us#RecentMilestones).
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Literature Review
The literature review covers inland or dry ports, lean manufacturing and lean logistics.
This review focuses on information required to look at the CentrePort project, and analyze how
it is perceived in the eyes of the supply chain community around it, and the effect of an
organization’s lean inclination on that perception.

Dry Ports
Dry ports can be defined in many ways. Some suggest they are specifically linked via
high-speed transport methods to seaports. Others suggest they are “multifunctional logistics
centres with a variety of firms operating at the same site” (Roso and Lumsden 2010). Dry ports
are also referred to as freight hubs or inland ports. While Cullinane, Bergqvist and Wilmsmeier
(2012) observe that “no clear consensus has been produced as to an unequivocal definition of a
dry port.”
Roso and Lumsden (2010) link inland ports to Slack’s notion of freight terminals. Slack
(1999) suggests that “four functions take place at a freight terminal: transfer of cargo, mostly
unitized, between two modes; the assembly of freight in preparation for its transfer; the
storage of freight awaiting pickup; and delivery and the logistical control of flows.” In understanding this we can see that an inland port can really mean almost anything as long as it
relates to freight and logistics. For instance Ng et al. (2015) note the significant role of inland
ports in complementing “market development, seamless transport and supply chain
integration.” This notion is echoed by the suggestion that “inland ports tend to be involved in
7

the transfer of containers between different modes of transportation and handling of
international trade” (Larson and Morris 2009). Larson and Morris (2009) also discuss Allen’s
seven attributes or features of an inland port:
1. Access to a major container seaport
2. Intermodal transportation facilities served by a Class I railroad
3. 1,000 or more acres of land
4. Foreign/free trade zone status
5. Access to a local metropolitan market
6. Accessibility to major interstate highways
7. Access to a strong local labor pool
These characteristics can help identify an inland port and give a quantifiable assessment
about whether or not a freight center can be considered an inland port. Two of these features
will become much more important later in this thesis due to the nature of the specific port
being studied, CentrePort Canada. The two critical features are: “access to a major container
seaport” and “foreign/free trade zone status.” These two factors are somewhat subjective;
with foreign trade zones having substantially different rules in different states, countries,
districts, cities and/or continents—and with varying concepts of what constitutes “access.”
Walter and Poist (2004) proposed that there are three major attributes that affect the
success of an inland port. These three key attributes are: “major private investors, large
populations nearby and air transportation facilities.” These attributes must be considered
when reviewing CentrePort. While there is an international airport at CentrePort’s door-step,
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the entity utterly lacks major private investors. CentrePort is almost exclusively financed by the
provincial and federal governments.
This concept is echoed and elaborated by Roso (2008), who states: “A dry port must fit
into a complex system where the necessary supporting infrastructure (roads, railways) is in
place, maintenance is assured, and the legislative, regulatory, and institutional systems are
properly designed to optimize the involvement of both the public and the private sector.” This
further underscores the importance of both private and public sector involvement in an inland
port.
There is no shortage of authors arguing for the need of private and public sector
involvement. For instance, Cullinane et al. (2012) suggest: “There is scope for both private and
public sector involvement in all aspects of ‘dry port’ development and implementation, with
most applications in practice exhibiting quite significant degrees of public–private cooperation,
collaboration or even partnership.” Indeed, their review suggests that partnerships may even
be required, highlighting the need for communication and involvement. However, they did not
discuss any specifics of possible financial obligations between the two groups. Cullinane et al.
(2012) also issue the following warning: “The success or failure of ‘dry port’ projects can be
commonly attributed to the inadequacy of policy and/or regulatory regime and/or to the
existence of institutional barriers, which prevent the efficient and effective operation of a dry
port.” Thus, these authors are rather foreboding in the need for government intervention and
leadership, but in the right direction.
In discussions on dry/inland ports, a point often arises regarding whether or not they
are close, mid-range or distant from the ocean and seaports. CentrePort in Winnipeg is clearly
9

distant from any seaport. A distant dry port extends the gates of the seaport towards the
hinterland, with shippers viewing the dry port as an interface between the seaport and shipping
lines (Roso and Lumsden 2010; Beresford and Dubey 1990; Tsilingris and Laguardia 2007).
Winnipeg is an approximate mid-point between two major Canadian seaports (Vancouver and
Montreal), although determining if it is truly an “interface” between these seaports would be
difficult. Dry ports are also seen as an interface between the seaports and destinations inland.
In Figure 5, Roso and Lumsden (2010) show the comparison between using a dry port versus
the inland terminal (conventional) method.
Figure 5.

Transport Network with and without a Dry Port

In a study of intermodal traffic in Australia, Roso (2008) investigates the potential use of
dry ports. Roso (2008) notes that “The benefits from distant dry ports derive from the modal
shift from road to rail, resulting in reduced congestion at the seaport gates and its surroundings
10

as well as reduced external environmental effects along the route.” This is a very important
point when discussing distant dry ports and should be considered in the use of a port like
CentrePort, which is quite distant from any seaport.
It can be seen that a very distant dry port can be used as a consolidation point, far
further inland than the normal port interface is capable of. This can be beneficial in facilitating
door-to-door delivery, from the closer-to-market point. Location and site selection becomes
important, as the facilitation of door-to-door delivery is based on the dry port offering
incentives beyond that of other possible locations. Ostensibly, though not required by
definition, inland ports should have more than one mode of transportation to ensure they are
feasible. Otherwise, they are simply acting as warehousing/transshipment points, which can be
done anywhere along the route.
There are successful dry ports in existence; for instance, in Europe as noted by Roso and
Lumsden (2010). Alliance Global Logistics Hub (http://www.allianceairport.com/) in Dallas-Fort
Worth, Texas is another example. Roso and Lumsden (2010) suggest that advantages from the
use of a dry port include: increased volume, better customer service, additional employment
opportunities in the area due to an expanding customer base, and a lighter environmental
impact. Roso and Lumsden (2010) state: “The dry port generates advantages such as increased
use of rail, which resulted in increased volume and consequently lower transport costs, as well
as lower environmental impact and lower congestion at the seaports. Furthermore, the use of
a dry port brings competitive advantages to the seaports as well as attracting new business in
the area that result in the creation of new jobs.” These advantages are summarized in Figure 6.
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Figure 6.

Dry Port Advantages

Nearly all the published studies/written works on dry ports involve dry ports connecting
multiple seaports at relatively small distances compared to CentrePort in Winnipeg. For
example, the ports investigated by Roso and Lumsden (2010) were less than 700 kilometers
from the nearest seaport. An exception to this was brought forward by Walter and Poist (2004)
for the Iowa inland port, known as Port Des Moines. Des Moines is over 1,000 miles (1,609 km.)
from any seaport.
This is an important difference from CentrePort in Winnipeg – the distance factor may
even be substantial enough that a container vessel might travel to the other side of the
continent rather than travel over land, through Winnipeg. CentrePort is a great distance from
the nearest significant seaports, being greater than 2,300 km from both Vancouver and
Montreal. This vast distance could effectively negate many of the advantages noted above.
12

Considering the distance of CentrePort from the seaports, it would really only facilitate the
bottom 3 advantages – regional growth, new jobs and improved customer service – as they are
inherent to the dry port itself as opposed to having an effect on the seaport and its surrounding
area.
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Lean Manufacturing
Lean manufacturing is greatly discussed among both scholars and practitioners, as it is
the topic of many articles, scholarly papers and seminars. In order to establish what is lean, this
paper will break the lean philosophy down into both characteristics that would help define
what lean is and tools that it implies, as well as the general environment that surrounds lean
organizations. In order to gain an understanding of lean logistics, a brief explanation of lean
must be discussed.
In simplest form and for the purposes of this thesis lean is defined as the elimination of
waste through a focused approach of identifying and removing waste in all of its forms. There
is no consensus definition of lean and there is much discussion on what it could be, as noted by
Pettersen (2009): “the definition of lean production is highly elusive.” But in nearly all of the
published writings about lean there are always references to eliminating wasteful activities and
continuous improvement (paraphrased from Pettersen). Further to this, Womack and Jones
(2010) suggest to do this, value must be determined from the point of view of the customer:
“Value can only be defined by the ultimate end consumer.”
One of the original documented proponents of the lean philosophy was Taiichi Ohno,
and his seven forms of waste (also known as muda). Taiichi Ohno listed these as the
“production of goods not yet ordered, waiting, rectification of mistakes, excess processing,
excess movement, excess transport, and excess stock” (Teo 1998). These terms embody a large
listing of potential areas where waste can exist and organizations using lean are always
endeavoring to identify and eliminate waste. In the identification and nullification of waste, the
term non-value-added is often used to denote waste and wasteful activities. Further detailed
14

by Taiichi Ohno (1988) and Shigeo Shingo (1989), paraphrased and summarized, these seven
wastes can be defined as:
1. Excess stock (Inventory) - Inventory, regardless of the form (work-in-process, raw
material or finished goods), that is not already sold (in the case of finished goods) or
being processed, is waste.
2. Excess movement (Motion) - This is the motion of the operator or machine, not the
actual movement of physical products. This is a means to identify, as examples, wear
and tear on machines, or potential strain for workers, but also time spent performing
activities.
3. Waiting - time spent by the operator/machine not operating (idle) or in the case of
products, waiting for the next step in the process.
4. Excess (over) processing - Over processing refers to excess work done which is not
valued (by the customer). This includes extra testing or meeting greater specifications
than required.
5. Production of goods not yet ordered (Over-production) - This is when more products are
produced than are currently necessary.
6. Rectification of mistakes (Defects) - These are products or services that do not meet
requirements or specifications.
7. Excess Transport – The physical movement of people and products, a means to identify
process design, rectify waste in terms of distance and time.
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Notably a lot of muda is interconnected; however, looking at it from the different points
of view can help a user or practitioner to determine where these wastes are and more easily
identify them.
Nearly all research names certain terms as being called out in lean practices, as noted by
(Pettersen 2009). In his research there are several of these terms that are mandatory when
discussing lean practices. As seen in Table 1 these are just-in-time practices, resource
reduction, improvement strategies, defect control, standardization and scientific management
(Pettersen 2009). Additionally, these terms can be exploded into specific characteristics, as
seen in the table.
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Table 1.
Collective Term
Just-in-time practices
(100%)

Resource reduction (100%)

Human relations
management (78%)
Improvement strategies
(100%)

Defects control (100%)

Supply chain management
(78%)
Standardization (100%)

Scientific management
(100%)

Bundled techniques (56%,
67%)

Elements of Lean

Specific Characteristics
Production leveling (heijunka)
Pull system (kanban)
Takted production
Process synchronization
Small lot production
Waste elimination
Setup time reduction
Lead time reduction
Inventory reduction
Team organization
Cross training
Employee involvement
Improvement circles
Continuous improvement (kaizen)
Root cause analysis (5 why)
Autonomation (jidoka)
Failure prevention (poka-yoke)
100% inspection
Line stop (andon)
Value stream
mapping/flowcharting
Supplier involvement
Housekeeping (5S)
Standardized work
Visual control and management
Policy deployment (hoshin kanri)
Time/work studies
Multi-manning
Work force reduction
Layout adjustments
Cellular manufacturing
Statistical quality control (SQC)
TPM/preventive maintenance

Seven Wastes significantly
affected by the characteristics
Inventory, transportation,
over-production, waiting

Waste elimination affects all
forms of waste

Motion, waiting

All

Defects
All; a form of continuous
improvement/waste
identification and elimination
Motion, over-production,
inventory, waiting, defects

Over production, motion,
waiting, inventory

Defects, over production

Adapted from Pettersen (2009)
Percentages (%) reflect occurrences of characteristics appearing in reviewed lean literature
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Pettersen (2009) found that most works discussing lean concepts and characteristics
generally fall into certain categories or terms. These terms are all considered part of the lean
concept and are often used interchangeably with the term lean. As a summary of lean
concepts, Table 1 represents a quite detailed version of what the prevailing view on lean
entails.
Keeping these terms and characteristics in mind when looking at an organization will
give a good idea of areas to investigate for their relationship to lean. However, as with much of
the literature for lean this relates to and originates from manufacturing. In order to discuss
lean logistics we must adapt this model to make it relevant.

A Note on Agility
Lean thinking is sometimes contrasted with agility. Hormozi (2001) suggests that agility
is the next step, after lean. While lean is about waste reduction and efficiency, agility focuses
on responsiveness to customer demand and changing conditions (Arif et al. 2009; Blome et al.
2013). Agility supports a strategy of high product variety and rapid response to customers’
desires (Nayyar and Bantel 1994). In noting lean’s preference for stability—and agility’s abilities
to handle volatility—Naylor et al. (1999) argue that the two approaches can be complementary.
A supply chain can be lean upstream, in working with suppliers; and agile downstream, to meet
the needs of customers.
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Lean Logistics
The ABI/Inform Global database was searched for articles classified by the terms “lean”
and “logistics” in peer-reviewed, scholarly journals. A total of 126 articles were found between
1994 and 2015. Figure 7 shows number of articles published on lean logistics by decade. For
the 2010s, 46 articles were found over the first five years of the decade. This number was
doubled to yield an estimate of 92 articles for the decade. This evidence suggests interest in
lean logistics is increasing.
ABI/Inform Complete is a comprehensive business database which includes a large
number of full text journals, dissertations, working papers and newspapers such as The Wall
Street Journal and The Financial Times, and country and industry reports and data. The
ABI/Inform Global database is one of the most comprehensive business databases on the
market. It includes in-depth coverage for thousands of publications, most of which are
available in full text and the latest business and financial information for researchers at all
levels.
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Figure 7.

Number of Articles on Lean Logistics
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The following review of lean logistics literature is selective. Its purpose is to define
“lean” in the logistics context and identify indicators of a lean logistics operation.
Applying the six terms which had 100% discussion usage from Pettersen (2009) and their
characteristics to logistics should give us a good idea of what lean logistics would look like. For
the purpose of this exercise we will define logistics as the management of inventory, in motion
(transportation) and at rest (warehousing) to serve customers. The following list of lean
logistics elements is not exhaustive, but simply some examples to assist in applying a logisticsbased lens:
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Just in time practices – lack of congestion; reduced average transit times (using statistical
analysis such as Six Sigma); turnaround times when connected to both downstream and
upstream processes; times waiting for connections
Resource reduction – Focusing on the major resources (labour, fuel, equipment); taking
advantage of economies of scale (consolidation of shipments); using rail as opposed to
trucking (fuel conservation, labour reduction)
Improvement strategies – fuel monitoring; weight monitoring; packing methods; load based
analysis (of shipments via origin, destination, stops, and postponement strategies to reduce
overall inventory)
Defect control – damage to products during shipping and in the warehouse; deliveries to
incorrect locations
Standardization – packaging used; processes within warehouses and cross docking facilities
(used to quickly and accurately move products from inbound to outbound transport, to
facilitate changing forms of transport, or to enable consolidation)
Scientific management – analysis of transit times; warehouse management system (WMS)
metrics (e.g. inventory accuracy, order fulfillment percentages and rates, throughput times,
picking accuracy, etc.)
Looking at and modifying the seven forms of waste, as identified by Ohno (1988), to a
logistics base will also be beneficial when discussing lean logistics. Some additional examples of
the seven forms of waste using a logistics lens are given below:
Over production – Ordering trucks or building infrastructure not yet required; or producing
and moving forward excess inventory
21

Waiting – at international borders (customs), intermodal terminals or warehouses
Rectification of mistakes – damaged goods; improper paperwork (e.g. bills of lading,
customs documents)
Excess processing – holding too much inventory in warehouses; over handling of products in
warehouses; duplication of inspection; excessive documentation and administration
Excess movement – within warehouses, moving products unnecessarily; inefficient picking
procedures
Excess transport – transporting goods unnecessarily; incorrect deliveries; lack of
consolidated pickup points; empty backhauls and partially-filled trucks; using faster, more
expensive transportation (e.g. via truck) when rail would be sufficient
Excess stock – idle trucks/containers waiting for use; inventory obsolescence

As will be seen, certain features of CentrePort may potentially have a relationship with
the elimination of these forms of waste and facilitate lean logistics. Combining the concepts
above suggests that if a logistics organization wants to be lean they need to seriously
investigate those areas of their business looking for these forms of waste and lean
improvement points. Logistically, to identify these potential areas for improvement, there are a
lot of options that can be used. Jones, Hines and Rich (1997) describe seven tools under the
umbrella of “value stream mapping,” which can be used to understand the seven wastes in a
logistics context. These tools are:
1. Process activity mapping – A tool to identify waste via analyzing and mapping the
process, i.e. the sequence of activities involved. It leads to questions, such as: Can any
22

activities be eliminated from the process? What if activities are re-arranged? What is
the impact on performance?
2. Supply chain response matrix – Time based diagram designed as a simple way to identify
time constraints and critical lead times. It can be used to support cycle time reduction.
3. Production variety funnel – A method of mapping that shows the complexity of a firm’s
products, in terms of inputs and outputs, with implications for inventory reduction.
4. Quality filter mapping – This map allows users to find where quality issues exist, which
are classified as product defects (which may be caught before or after delivery to the
customer) and service defects (such as late delivery).
5. Demand amplification mapping – This map shows how demand is managed across a
supply chain, which helps to determine, from start to finish, where pockets of excess
inventory exist, or where delays occur with respect to servicing demand.
6. Decision point analysis – A means to identify the push-pull boundary along a supply
chain. Inventory is “pushed” or forward deployed to the boundary, and then “pulled”
further forward by customer demand. This is also referred to as a “decoupling point.”
For some goods, CentrePort could be such a decoupling point (Larson and Morris 2009).
7. Physical structure mapping – This is a high level methodology used to determine the
way multiple firms interact with each other. It shows the configuration of a supply
chain, with a focus on volume of movement and corresponding costs.

Again, all these tools are designed to support lean logistics. However, they can also
support other initiatives. Thus, the tools do not add up to a definition of lean logistics. As in
23

the case of manufacturing, lean logistics (elimination of waste; continuous improvement) can
be confused with the tools available to help an organization become lean. For example, onepiece flow or pull manufacturing is a method that can be used to make an organization more
“lean.” However, such methods are not necessarily lean in and of themselves. It must be
remembered that lean is about increasing value for the customer through waste elimination
and continuous improvement. For example, an organization working through a backlog of
orders can produce to a schedule as opposed to direct orders. Or a system that will have
instant demand at any time may not be able to wait for a specific order. Each production
system must be investigated prior to making that determination. The tools that are available
are means with which to help identify and remove waste – but they must not be used as a onesize-fits-all approach.
For the purpose of this thesis, lean logistics will be looked at using a hybrid approach of
the many different methods discussed above. There are many overlaps in the above criteria.
For survey design purposes, these can be summarized into the following two broad categories:
1. Waste reduction activities – covering defect control, standardization and just-in-time
management
2. Improvement activities – covering improvement strategies and scientific management
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Importance of Lean Logistics
According to Matos (2014), “the implications of lean manufacturing extend beyond the
production floor, directly affecting warehousing and fleet operations as well.” Thus, logistics
functions, such as transportation and warehousing, can also benefit from lean techniques.
Matos (2014) outlines three ways to make warehouses leaner: developing better layouts for the
positioning of stock, tracking orders in a more intuitive fashion, and creating more effective
communication among warehouse workers. Going paperless can facilitate improvements in
communication and tracking. There are also ample opportunities to make transportation
leaner, including better fleet monitoring, improved routing, and reducing traffic congestion in
the vicinity of the warehouse.
Lean logistics is a useful concept for balancing cost and service objectives, i.e. providing
high levels of service to customers while keeping total costs under control. As noted by
Mariotti (1997): “One answer to this dilemma (of balancing cost and service) is to quit thinking
about a supply chain. Instead, think of a lean enterprise and a responsive partnership pipeline,
through which all the partners benefit by moving material as fast as possible with the least
amount of waste.” Essentially, focusing on lean aspects of logistics will allow an organization to
improve their cost/service performance. Mariotti (1997) also surmises that the logistics lens
facilitates understanding of total costs in a more manageable form.
Organizations are finding many ways to save through the implementation of lean in the
logistics field; e.g. through improvement workshops and training sessions. Saxena (2009)
outlines how using lean process improvement tools saved APL Logistics over $8 million in its
warehousing operation. He lauds the structure of lean and the problem solving aspects of lean
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concepts. At APL, the lean initiative included bringing warehouse personnel together to
generate ideas about waste reduction and continuous improvement.
Jacobs (2011) echoes these successes in the use of lean and logistics, with savings for
both the organizations and their customers. In particular, Jacobs (2011), describes cases where
lean thinking: inspired a modal shift to reduce freight transit time; led to re-design of
warehouse layout, increasing utilization and flow of items; enabled reduction of the number of
truck trailers needed, by utilizing more cubic capacity per trailer; and improved warehouse
picking productivity by modifying procedures. These are several examples of the benefit of
using lean in the field of logistics; illustrating the importance of applying lean thinking to
logistics for just about any organization.
To anticipate, one section of the survey is designed to assess the extent to which an
organization embraces the lean approach to logistics.
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Research Questions and Method
Research questions
In reviewing Allen’s seven characteristics of inland ports (access to a major container
seaport, intermodal transportation facilities served by a Class I railroad, 1,000 or more acres of
land, foreign/free trade zone status, access to a local metropolitan market, accessibility to
major interstate highways and access to a strong local labor pool); CentrePort in Winnipeg
meets the requirements for five of the seven. However, it is less clear how it meets two other
critical characteristics (“access to a major container seaport” and “foreign/free trade zone
status.”). A survey of businesses and other organizations in the region could help us determine
whether or not these two characteristics are critical factors for CentrePort – and whether or not
CentrePort is truly an inland port.
Larson and Morris (2009) posed a question about inland ports that we can apply to
CentrePort and attempt to answer: “How should inland ports be promoted to their customers,
i.e. to the shippers and carriers of freight?” In part, this inspires the following research
questions in the current study:
1. Are supply chain managers aware of CentrePort’s features?
2. In the eyes of industry, what is CentrePort and are the advertised features important to
supply chain practitioners?
3. How does an organization’s view of lean logistics affect its stance on CentrePort?
4. Do businesses understand the nuances of the features advertised by CentrePort?
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In addressing these four research questions, understanding of how industry views
CentrePort will be advanced, as well as how an organization’s philosophical leanings towards
operational strategies (e.g. lean logistics) affect that view. Guided by these four research
questions, four hypotheses will be tested, as listed next.
H1: Winnipeg-area businesses (WABs) are aware of the major features that CentrePort
offers/advertises.
H2: The features that CentrePort offers/advertises are important to WABs.
H3: Lean thinking influences the importance of CentrePort features in the eyes of WABs.
H4: WABs understand the nuances of the more complicated features offered/advertised.

Research Method
A survey methodology was selected to gather data from a focused community of
Winnipeg-area supply chain managers. Administration of the survey was facilitated by two
supply chain professional organizations with operations in Manitoba: SCMA and CITT. These
groups are briefly described below in the survey population sub-section. This methodology
allows for statistical testing of the hypotheses using numerical responses from a sample of
supply chain management professionals in Winnipeg.
Design of the survey was guided by the lean logistics and inland ports literature, along
with discussions with academics and industry professionals. Work from Gligor and Holcomb
(2014) was adapted to help design survey questions and format. To ensure that the survey
would be accessible to all recipients, while gathering the required data, questions on lean
logistics and dry/inland ports were drilled down to fundamental categories and characteristics.
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Further, the Tailored Design Method (Dillman 2000) was used as a guideline to help design
survey questions, response options and the administration plan (e.g. clear, concise questions; a
donation on your behalf response incentive, and obtaining targeted mailing lists).
As noted above, lean logistics has been compressed into the following two important
aspects: (1) waste elimination and (2) improvement strategies. Supply chain manager’s
perceptions about CentrePort were assessed in terms of awareness and importance of several
features offered and/or promoted by the inland port. Specific survey items were drawn from
the literature, as well as CentrePort’s promotional pieces on their web-site and in the media.
The survey was sent to supply chain management professionals in the Winnipeg area, aided by
two local professional associations.

Survey Population
The survey population consists of members of the Supply Chain Management
Association (SCMA) Manitoba Institute and the Canadian Institute of Traffic and Transportation
(CITT) Manitoba Area Council. These are both organizations for supply chain professionals with
active groups in the Winnipeg area.
SCMA is the largest supply chain association in Canada. With nearly 8,000 members,
from both the private sector and public sector, SCMA is a primary source of supply chain
education and professional development in Canada. The Association is organized through ten
provincial and territorial institutes, including the Manitoba Institute. SCMA was formed in 2013
via merger of the Purchasing Management Association of Canada (PMAC) and Supply
Chain/Logistics (SCL) Canada. SCMA represents all aspects of strategic supply chain
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management, i.e. purchasing, contract management, inventory and materials management,
logistics and transportation (http://www.scmanational.ca/en/about-scma). The SCMA
Manitoba Institute offers a professional development program along with various networking
opportunities to advance supply chain management (http://www.scmamb.ca/about-scma-mb).
CITT is a non-profit organization created by industry in 1958, under the legal name
“Canadian Institute of Traffic and Transportation.” Today, CITT is an experienced and valued
source of supply chain/logistics courses, professional certification and expertise. CITT has
helped many successful working professionals develop, demonstrate and deepen their mastery
of logistics (http://www.citt.ca/about/index.html). Like SCMA, CITT is organized via provincial
affiliates, including the Manitoba group. Also like SCMA, the Institute offers a professional
designation and holds an annual conference for practitioners. The CITT Manitoba Area Council
is a group of CITT-certified professionals and undergraduates in Manitoba. Its purpose is
networking and sharing best practices (https://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2474622).
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Survey Questions and Design
The features that were chosen for survey questions were based on descriptions from
the CentrePort website and brochure advertisements, as well as discussions with supply chain
professionals. The following eight features were developed into questionnaire items:
1. Single-window foreign trade zone (FTZ) access – Single window foreign trade zone
access refers to one point of contact that a business would have to contact to gain FTZ
benefits and status, as opposed to having to deal with multiple organizations directly,
including the CBSA (Canada Border Services Agency) and CRA (Canada Revenue Agency).
2. FTZ benefits – e.g. duty avoidance or deferral, and secure storage facilities.
3. Three Class 1 railways – Canadian National (CN), Canadian Pacific (CP) and Burlington
Northern/Santa Fe (BNSF).
4. Low corporate income tax – Manitoba has a 0 percent “lower” corporate tax rate (on
income below the “business limit” for Manitoba, and a 12 percent “higher” tax rate. No
other province offers 0 percent as the “lower” corporate tax rate; however, three other
provinces/territories (NWT, Ontario and BC) have a lower “higher” rate (11.5%, 11.0%
and 11.5% respectively).
5. “5 minutes to 55 mph” – an American trucking term, meaning vehicles are travelling at
least 55 miles per hour within 5 minutes of departure from the terminal (Cash 2014a).
6. Common use rail facility – A facility that would be connected to the three class 1 carriers
and short haul carriers.
7. Location in northwest Winnipeg/Rosser (see Figure 5).
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8. CentrePort Canada Way (CCW) – the $212 million road cutting through CentrePort (Cash
2013a; Anonymous 2013).

The survey also includes some non-advertised false features, one of which is reasonable
based on conversations with industry professionals and careful study of advertising put out by
CentrePort. These will be used to learn more about the population of logisticians surveyed and
their perceptions. Further, with one of the features (location in east Winnipeg) being in direct
conflict with another (location in northwest Winnipeg), knowledgeable supply chain
professionals can be contrasted with those less knowledgeable. These additional features are:
1. Dedicated rail line from CentrePort to a major seaport
2. Light rail transit (LRT) along CentrePort Canada Way
3. Location in east Winnipeg

Additional questions were developed to determine whether organizations are lean, or
more inclined toward lean compared to others. Again guided by Dillman (2000), keeping
questions clear and easy to answer was important to maintain respondent interest in the
survey. The plan is to use these questions to create high and low groups within the population,
in terms of adopting lean practices. In other words, the sample will be split or segmented
based on lean activities.
As noted above, in the Pettersen (2009) review of lean there were six areas that yielded
100% identification: just-in-time practices, resource reduction, defects control, improvement
strategies, standardization and scientific management. In the interests of parsimony, these
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areas were condensed to four questions to determine an organization’s level of lean practices.
The four survey questions are on waste reduction, continuous improvement, failure prevention
and root cause analysis. These elements are the pillars of lean production and logistics.
For the knowledge base section of the survey, questions are selected based on
advertised features with some seemingly innocent nuances that determine what a feature or
concept actually entails. The features of focus here are foreign trade zone (FTZ) benefits, tax
rates and location vis-à-vis rail lines. CentrePort advertises some unique benefits that only it
can offer. But it may be difficult to understand what single-window access to FTZ benefits
really means. The tax rates that CentrePort advertises are available throughout Winnipeg,
Manitoba or are related to the FTZ. Again, the advertising can be confusing and leaves a lot of
the nuances to the imagination. Finally, the importance of CentrePort’s location may be
difficult to determine. While it is large, and part of both Winnipeg and Rosser, it is not clear
why this is necessarily in a “better, faster, cheaper” (http://www.centreportcanada.ca/)
location than anywhere else in the city.
Appendix A shows the respondent consent form mandated by ethics procedures, and
Appendix B is a copy of the questionnaire. In addition, Appendix C provides several screenshots
from CentrePort’s website, which describe many of the features included on the questionnaire.
These features are prominently promoted in CentrePort’s advertising and on its website. Thus,
they should be known to people familiar with CentrePort.
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Statistical procedures
H1 is tested using the binomial test, since the awareness data is categorical, with only
two categories (aware and unaware). For each of the eleven features of CentrePort, the
respondents are asked if they are aware or unaware of it. The hypothesized proportion is 0.5,
i.e. the test is whether greater or less than 50 percent of supply chain managers in Winnipeg
are aware of CentrePort’s various features.
H2 is tested using both the one-sample t-test and its nonparametric alternative, the
one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test. The Wilcoxon test determines whether the median of
the sample is equal to some specified value. Respondents are asked how important they
perceive each of the eleven features of CentrePort to be for their organization. Use of the
nonparametric tests is warranted by the small sample size and possible departures from the
normality assumption, though the t-test is robust to such departures.
Like H2, H3 is tested using both the independent samples t-test and the Mann-Whitney
test, a nonparametric alternative to the two-sample t-test. Since Mann-Whitney is nearly as
powerful as the t-test, it is a useful test in our small sample scenario. For each of the features
of CentrePort, it is hypothesized that lean organizations will rate them more important.
The plan is to test H4 using the binomial test, similar to H1, since the nuance data is
categorical, with only two categories (true or false), plus a “don’t know” response option. For
each of six statements about features of CentrePort, respondents are asked if they believe the
statement is true of false. The hypothesized proportion is 0.5; i.e. the test is whether greater or
less than 50 percent of supply chain managers in Winnipeg believe each of the statements is
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true. Cross-tabulations are also used to assess the impact of awareness on responses to the
true or false questions.

Characteristics of Respondents
The survey was sent via the professional organizations to approximately 300 SCMA
members and 300 CITT members. There were 62 respondents with varying degrees of
completeness. This accounts for a response rate of around 10 percent.
Table 2 exhibits various industry sectors represented by the survey respondents. Note
that manufacturing and government are the most prevalent sectors, followed by transportation
/ logistics and “other.” Of respondents in the other category, two were from the aerospace
industry and another two were from the education sector.
Table 2.

Industries Represented by the Respondents

Industry

Frequency

Percent

Manufacturing

10

16.1

Government

10

16.1

Transportation / logistics

6

9.7

Other

5

8.1

Wholesale and retail trade

3

4.8

Communication and public utilities

3

4.8

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries

3

4.8

Health care/social services

2

3.2

Sub-total

42

67.7

Missing

20

32.3

Total

62

100.0
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The size of survey respondents’ organizations, in terms of number of people, ranges
from 1 to 14,500 employees, and averages 2,223 employees. Based on Industry Canada
definitions (http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/061.nsf/eng/Home), 13 responses came from small
organizations (1 to 99 employees), only 2 came from medium-sized organizations (100 to 499),
and 23 were from large organizations (500 or more employees). See Table 3 for a summary.
Table 3.

Size of Respondents’ Organizations

Number of Employees

Frequency

1 – 99

13

100 – 499

2

500 – 999

2

1,000 – 4,999

14

5,000 or more

7

Respondents were asked to consider the following question: “Where have I mostly
learned about CentrePort?” As shown in Table 4, the leading source of knowledge about
CentrePort is newspaper articles, e.g. Cash (2013a; b), Cash (2014a; b) and Kives (2011). The
next most common sources are seminars and meetings. In the last few years, CentrePort
personnel have made presentations at several seminars and meetings sponsored by both SCMA
and CITT.
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Table 4.

Sources of Knowledge about CentrePort

Source

Frequency

Percent

Newspaper articles

26

41.9

Seminars

13

21.0

Meetings

12

19.4

CentrePort’s web-site

7

11.3

Other

7

11.3

Brochures

3

4.8
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Results and Analysis
H1: Awareness of CentrePort’s Features
Hypothesis 1: Winnipeg Area Businesses (WABs) are aware of the major features that
CentrePort advertises or offers.
Table 5 presents one-sample binomial tests for awareness of the eleven features. The
null hypothesis is based on equal probabilities, i.e. that aware and unaware both occur with a
probability of 0.5. Thus, the question is whether or not a significant majority of respondents
are aware of the various features.
Table 5.

Awareness of CentrePort’s Features
Percent
Aware

Percent
Unaware

P-value

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

81.3

18.8

.000

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

77.1

22.9

.000

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

46.9

53.1

.775

3 Class I railroads

42.9

57.1

.391

Foreign trade zone (FTZ) benefits

42.9

57.1

.391

Common use rail facility

40.4

59.6

.243

Single window FTZ access

37.5

62.5

.112

Low corporate income tax

30.6

69.4

.010

“5 minutes to 55 mph”

27.1

72.9

.002

LRT along CCW*

25.5

74.5

.001

East Winnipeg location*

25.5

74.5

.001

Feature

*These are false features.
Based on 47, 48 or 49 responses, due to item non-response.
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Note that significant majorities of respondents are aware of CentrePort Canada Way
and the correct location of CentrePort in northwest Winnipeg/Rosser. These results support
H1. Thus, supply chain managers in Winnipeg are generally aware of where CentrePort is and
that a new road (CCW) runs through it. It is notable that both these features are physical
manifestations. Centreport Canada Way is a road used by numerous commuters and
businesses today. The land area of CentrePort is also very visible to anyone travelling through
the northwest portion of the city (see Figure 2).
There have been several news articles written about CentrePort’s location (Kives 2011)
and specifically CentrePort Canada Way (e.g. Cash 2013a). One notable news item, picked up
by several local newspapers as well as national papers was when Prime Minister Stephen
Harper, Premier of Manitoba Greg Selinger and CentrePort Canada Inc. CEO Diane Gray opened
up CentrePort Canada Way. This may explain why so many of the respondents were aware of
CentrePort’s location and CCW; few of the other features were so prominently discussed in
news articles, and none had as big an event as the opening of CCW. Also, recall that newspaper
articles are the leading source of information about CentrePort, according to the respondents
(see Table 4).
Significant majorities of respondents were unaware of four other features of
CentrePort. Two of these features – east Winnipeg location and light-rail transit (LRT) along
CCW – are fictitious. There is no LTR along CCW and CentrePort is not located in east Winnipeg.
Since these features are false, and survey respondents are significantly unaware; in a sense
they provide further support for H1.
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Significant majorities of respondents were also unaware of the “5 minutes to 55 mph”
and low corporate income tax features. CCW and another proposed highway project, the
Headingley bypass, are promoted as enablers of 5 minutes to 55 mph (Cash 2014a).
Interestingly, this is a somewhat subtle, non-physical feature that may not be considered
important some businesses already located in Winnipeg. Winnipeg is also not known to face
traffic congestion problems, compared to cities like Toronto or Chicago. Still, 5 to 55 could be
important to “lean” firms, since it could help save time and fuel costs. The low corporate
income tax rate is not unique to CentrePort; it is available throughout Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Thus, it is not terribly surprising that supply chain managers in Winnipeg are “unaware” of this
feature. Tax rates would likely have greater importance for businesses not already in Winnipeg.
Finally, for the five other features (including another false one), the majority were
neither aware nor unaware. Indeed, less than half of the respondents were aware of the
following features: three Class I railroads providing service, plans for a common use rail facility,
single-window FTZ access and other FTZ benefits. Slightly less than half were also unaware of
the other false feature – a dedicated rail line to a seaport.

A Note on the Location of CentrePort
Table 6 is a cross-tabulation of the two questions about awareness of CentrePort’s
location. Recall that one item gives CentrePort’s true location (NW Winnipeg) and the other
suggests a false location (east Winnipeg).
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Table 6.

Awareness of CentrePort’s Location
East Winnipeg*

Location
NW Winnipeg/
Rosser

Total

Aware

Unaware

Aware

9

27

36

Unaware

3

8

11

12

35

47

Total
*This is a false feature.

This crosstab provided some very interesting results. The majority of the respondents (n
= 27) know where CentrePort is (aware of NW Winnipeg) and isn’t (unaware of East Winnipeg).
The second largest location awareness group (n = 9) seems to believe it spans both NW and
East Winnipeg. At first, this finding was quite surprising, as originally these two locations were
meant to be mutually exclusive. It could be that some supply chain managers in Winnipeg
believe CentrePort to be absolutely massive in physical footprint, perhaps even including all of
Winnipeg. Potentially, it could also be that some of the respondents believe CentrePort
encompasses the CN rail yard in east Winnipeg, in addition to the area in NW Winnipeg, due to
the advertised “3 Class I railways” feature.
The group of respondents who are unaware of either location (n = 8) seem to be
wondering: where is CentrePort? It is likely that this segment generally lacks awareness about
CentrePort and could use more information. A final, small group seems to be quite confused
about where CentrePort is (n = 3). They are aware of the (false) location in east Winnipeg but
unaware of the actual location in NW Winnipeg. Perhaps these people believe it is located at
the CN rail yards, in the eastern sector of the city; or it could have simply been a guess.
Fortunately, this is a very small portion of the sample.
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H2: Importance of CentrePort’s Features
Hypothesis 2: The features that CentrePort offers/advertises are important to WABs.
Similar to H1, H2 is tested for each of the eleven features of CentrePort. In this case,
both one-sample t-tests and one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests are used for purposes of
comparison and confirmation. While importance is measured on five-point scales, the sample
size is rather small.
Table 7.

Importance of CentrePort’s features (One-sample t-test)

Feature

Mean

t

P-value

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

3.91

4.910

.000

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) benefits

3.90

4.376

.000

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

3.88

5.149

.000

Common use rail facility

3.78

4.425

.000

Low corporate income tax

3.74

3.767

.001

3 Class I railroads

3.71

3.387

.002

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

3.64

3.576

.001

Single window FTZ access

3.62

3.029

.004

“5 minutes to 55 mph”

3.29

1.524

.135

LRT along CCW*

3.29

1.454

.154

East Winnipeg location*

3.07

.363

.719

*These are false features.
Test value (mean) = 3.0
Based on 41, 42 or 43 responses, due to item non-response.

Table 7 shows the t-test results. Note that all the “true” features of CentrePort are
significantly important, i.e. significantly above the mid-range mean value of 3.0, except for “5
minutes to 55 mph.” The following CentrePort features are important to supply chain
managers in Winnipeg: FTZ benefits, CentrePort Canada Way, a common use rail facility, low
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corporate income tax, 3 Class I railroads, the NW Winnipeg location and single-window FTZ
access.
The lack of importance of 5 to 55 coincides with the lack of awareness of this feature
(see Table 5). Perhaps people are unaware of this feature at least partly because it is not
important to them. As noted above, there might be several reasons behind this result; it could
be that this city does not have terrible traffic congestion, so this is not really a concern for
organizations already operating here. It is also possible that most shippers are already located
within 5 minutes of the perimeter highway, i.e. they already have 5 to 55. Further, to anticipate
H3, perhaps this feature is more important to lean organizations.
Two of the three false features – LRT along CentrePort Canada Way and east Winnipeg
location – are not important, i.e. not significantly above the mid-range rating. However, the
“dedicated rail line to seaport” feature is important. Indeed, based on average ratings, it is the
most important feature. Although it is false and would be extremely difficult to actually create,
it likely reflects a desire for improved freight transfer. This should be very interesting to
CentrePort staff, as it shows a strong desire for better freight movement to the seaports.
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Table 8.

Importance of CentrePort’s features (one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test)
Feature

Median

P-value

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

4.00

.000

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) benefits

4.00

.001

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

4.00

.000

Common use rail facility

4.00

.001

Low corporate income tax

4.00

.004

3 Class I railroads

4.00

.008

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

4.00

.005

Single window FTZ access

4.00

.018

“5 minutes to 55 mph”

3.00

.230

LRT along CCW*

3.00

.291

East Winnipeg location*

3.00

.944

*These are false features.
Test value (median) = 3
Based on 41, 42 or 43 responses, due to item non-response.

Results of the Wilcoxon signed rank tests are presented in Table 8. Results of these nonparametric tests are in concurrence with results from the one-sample t-tests (see Table 7),
providing validation.

The Importance of CentrePort’s Location
Table 9 is a cross-tabulation of importance ratings of the two locations (NW Winnipeg
and East Winnipeg), with the five-point importance scale compressed into two categories (no,
very low or low importance; and important or very important).
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Table 9.
Location in NW
Winnipeg/Rosser
No, Very Low or
Low Importance
Important or
Very Important
Total

Cross-tabulation of Location Importance
Location in East Winnipeg*
No, Very Low or
Important or
Low Importance
Very Important

Total

12

1

13

11

17

28

23

18

41

*This is a false feature.
Chi-square = 47.94 (.000)

The largest group of respondents (n = 17) rated both locations important or very
important. Perhaps these respondents feel it is important to be located near one or both of the
main rail yards (CN and CP). The next largest group (n = 12) rated both locations of no, very low
or low importance. Conceivably, these supply chain managers are satisfied with their current
location, rendering a specific location in northwest or east Winnipeg relatively unimportant.
The third largest group (n = 11) rated a NW Winnipeg location important or very important and
an east Winnipeg location of no, very low or low importance. This could reflect a preference for
being located in NW Winnipeg and/or a satisfaction with CentrePort’s actual location.
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H3: Lean Influences the Importance of CentrePort’s Features
Hypothesis 3: Lean influences the importance of CentrePort’s features in the eyes of
WABs.
H3 is tested for each of the eleven features of CentrePort, using both independent
samples t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests. As in H2 testing, the non-parametric tests are
conducted for purposes of comparison and confirmation.
Recall that the questionnaire includes four items on lean production/logistics, each
measured on a five-point scale. Factor analysis is used to assess the dimensionality of the four
lean items. Table 10 presents results of a principal components analysis of the four items. A
single factor emerges with eigenvalue > 1, explaining 72.5 percent of the variance. The factor
loadings are all high, as follows: continuous improvement (.88), waste elimination (.86), failure
prevention (.86) and root cause analysis (.82). Thus, the four lean items appear to form a
unidimensional scale. The four items were summed to form an index for testing H3.
Table 10. Factor Analysis of Lean Items

2.901
.616
.303

Percent of
Variance
72.51
15.41
7.57

Cumulative
Percent
72.51
87.92
95.49

.180

4.51

100.00

Component

Eigenvalue

1
2
3
4

Based on 43 responses, due to item non-response.

To test H3, on the impact of lean on importance of CentrePort’s features, the sample
was split at the median (14.0) to form high lean and low lean groups. Table 11 presents
independent samples t-tests for all eleven features of CentrePort. While none of the mean
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differences between the groups are significant at the .05 level of alpha, the three Class I
railroads feature is strikingly close (p-value = .051). The high lean group rated several other
features (FTZ benefits, single-window FTZ access, and common use rail facility) more important
on average, though these differences are not statistically significant.
The common use rail facility and single-window FTZ have a logical link to lean logistics.
These features have the potential to increase efficiency (and reduce waste) in transportation
and warehousing. However, these are relatively new opportunities for supply chain managers
in Winnipeg, since no other common use rail facilities or single-window FTZ access programs
exist currently. This may explain the lack of significant relationships between these features
and lean logistics.
Table 11. Importance of features and lean logistics (Independent samples t-test)
Mean:
high lean

Mean:
low lean

t

P-value

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) benefits

4.16

3.58

1.287

.103

3 Class I railroads

4.06

3.30

1.678

.051

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

4.05

3.70

0.886

.191

Low corporate income tax

3.89

3.53

0.848

.201

Single window FTZ access

3.84

3.37

1.055

.149

Common use rail facility

3.84

3.61

0.595

.278

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

3.84

3.95

-0.277

.392

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

3.53

3.68

-0.394

.348

LRT along CCW*

3.32

3.28

0.088

.465

“5 minutes to 55 mph”

3.22

3.32

-0.219

.414

East Winnipeg location*

3.00

3.00

.000

.500

Feature

*These are false features.
Based on 37, 38 or 39 responses, due to item non-response.
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The lack of significance between high and low lean groups on average importance
ratings may be partly explained by the rather small sample size. The general lack of awareness
about many of the features might also be to blame. Of course, it is also possible that Winnipegarea supply chain professionals do not perceive a role for CentrePort in their lean logistics
strategies. An organization could be relatively keen on lean and find certain features of
CentrePort important, without connecting the two.
Another possibility is that supply chain managers do not understand the features and
their potential impact, in terms of lean. Features were picked for their relation to waste
reduction and continuous improvement. But to understand those benefits, respondents would
have to understand what the features can mean for their businesses. In the fourth hypothesis
some of the nuances of advertised features are explored, which might facilitate further
understanding of these results.
Results of the corresponding Mann-Whitney U tests are displayed in Table 12. These
results are very similar to the independent samples t-tests above, though the three Class I
railroads feature is statistically significant (p-value = .044) in this case. Perhaps having three
competing railroads is perceived to yield better service, e.g. greater on-time delivery. On-time
delivery permits a shipper to operate with lower inventory levels, a critical objective of lean
logistics.
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Table 12. Importance of features and lean logistics (Independent samples MW U test)
Median:
high lean

Median:
low lean

P-value

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) benefits

4.00

4.00

.129

3 Class I railroads

4.50

3.50

.044

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

4.00

4.00

.155

Low corporate income tax

4.00

4.00

.112

Single window FTZ access

4.00

4.00

.123

Common use rail facility

4.00

4.00

.222

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

4.00

4.00

.354

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

4.00

4.00

.209

LRT along CCW*

4.00

3.00

.423

“5 minutes to 55 mph”

3.50

3.00

.423

East Winnipeg location*

3.00

3.00

.482

Feature

*These are false features.
Based on 37, 38 or 39 responses, due to item non-response.

While there is relatively little statistical significance between importance of CentrePort
features and overall leanness of Winnipeg organizations, one wonders if there may be
significant links at the lean item (as opposed to four-item index) level. Table 13 exhibits
correlation coefficients between importance of each CentrePort feature and degree of leanness
on all four indicators. Note that waste elimination is significantly correlated with FTZ benefits,
single-window FTZ access and three Class 1 railroads. This supports the idea that such features
can help increase logistical efficiency and reduce waste.
The lack of a significant link to lean logistics is most notable in the case of CentrePort
Canada Way. Although supply chain professionals in Winnipeg are generally aware of this
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feature, and find it to be important, they do not associate it with lean logistics. Since the road
is promoted as an enabler of more efficient transportation, it has a most logical connection to
lean thinking. Further study should be done to determine why people are so aware of this
$212-million-dollar road and consider it so important. Perhaps the price-tag alone leads folks
to assume it is important—without knowing why.
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Table 13. Correlation of Features Importance and Lean Indicators
Waste elimination

Continuous
improvement

Failure prevention

Root cause analysis

Single window FTZ access

.322 (.020)

.194 (.112)

.112 (.243)

.092 (.283)

FTZ benefits

.366 (.009)

.225 (.078)

.144 (.185)

.125 (.218)

3 Class I RRs

.294 (.031)

.239 (.066)

.300 (.028)

.337 (.016)

Low corporate income tax

.167 (.148)

.065 (.343)

.169 (.146)

.236 (.069)

Dedicated rail line to seaport*

.153 (.166)

.026 (.435)

.275 (.039)

.282 (.035)

“5 min. to 55 mph”

-.007 (.483)

-.005 (.488)

.142 (.191)

.145 (.186)

LRT along CCW*

-.050 (.379)

-.033 (.419)

.232 (.075)

.294 (.033)

Common use rail facility

.057 (.363)

-.007 (.483)

.245 (.064)

.309 (.026)

NW Winnipeg/Rosser location

-.100 (.267)

-.163 (.154)

.097 (.272)

.065 (.344)

CentrePort Canada Way (CCW)

-.103 (.262)

-.164 (.152)

.122 (.223)

.140 (.191)

East Winnipeg location*

-.064 (.347)

-.208 (.099)

.095 (.280)

.162 (.158)

Features

*These are false features.
Shading denotes significance
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H4: Nuances of CentrePort’s Features
H4: WABs understand the nuances to CentrePort’s advertised features.
As will be seen, it was unnecessary to test this hypothesis statistically. The test was to
be whether significantly more than 50 percent of respondents gave the correct answer to six
true/false statements. But no more than half of the respondents got any of the statements
correct.
Table 14. Knowledge about CentrePort Features
True

False

Don’t
know

5

5

33

11

4

28

11

5

27

12

2

29

CentrePort has unique tax subsidies for tenants.

16

0

27

CentrePort’s location gives it greater access to
seaports than other locations in Winnipeg.

10

8

25

Statement
Single-window FTZ access is only available through
CentrePort.
Businesses in CentrePort automatically gain FTZ
benefits.
Organizations must be within CentrePort to gain FTZ
benefits.
CentrePort offers better corporate tax incentives
than Winnipeg.

Shading indicates the correct responses

The questionnaire included the six statements about CentrePort features shown in
Table 14. Survey participants were given the following response options for each statement:
true, false or “I don’t know.” For five statements, false was the “correct” response. Table 14
also gives a summary of the responses. For all six statements, a majority responded “I don’t
know.” This reveals a lack of confidence in answering questions about advertised features of
CentrePort. Although people find certain features of CentrePort important (see Tables 7 and
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8), they are not particularly knowledgeable about what these features mean, i.e. they do not
understand the nuances.
Of the respondents who “knew” (i.e. who answered true or false), the majority gave
incorrect answers. Only the first statement, about single-window FTZ access, had an equal
number of correct and incorrect responses. Though single-window FTZ access is only available
through CentrePort, half of those who thought they knew thought it is not.
A strong majority of those “in the know” believe that organizations must be within
CentrePort to gain FTZ benefits and that businesses in CentrePort automatically gain FTZ
benefits. Again, both statements are actually false. This is very interesting, since FTZ benefits
are rather heavily advertised by CentrePort. FTZ benefits are not automatically given to
businesses that locate in CentrePort, but a substantial share of supply chain professionals belief
otherwise. This shows a breakdown in advertising effectiveness at CentrePort. Although
locating in CentrePort might make getting such benefits easier, it is not automatic.
Large majorities also erroneously believe that CentrePort offers better corporate tax
incentives than Winnipeg and that CentrePort has unique tax subsidies for tenants. Indeed, 100
percent of respondents who didn’t respond “I don’t know” responded incorrectly to the latter
question. The fact is CentrePort Canada offers no particular tax incentives or subsidies. While
CentrePort does advertise the availability of low corporate income tax rates, they do not state
that these rates are any different than anywhere else in Winnipeg or Manitoba. Apparently
supply chain practitioners are being misled into thinking the rates are unique to CentrePort.
They may also believe that these tax benefits are related to FTZ status, though FTZ benefits are
also achievable elsewhere in Manitoba. This is an issue in merit of further study.
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Finally, nearly half of survey respondents who knew correctly identified as false the
following statement: “CentrePort’s location gives it greater access to seaports than other
locations in Winnipeg.” It is unclear how the actual location in northwest Winnipeg would give
greater access to seaports than any other area of the city. The distance between Winnipeg and
the sea is so far that saving a few minutes at the start or end of a journey is inconsequential.
Although CentrePort’s advertisements have focused on being “better, faster and cheaper;”
there is little substance to these concepts. Again, one wonders: better, faster and cheaper than
what? Still, perhaps this slogan has soaked in to the Winnipeg supply chain community. Also
recall that a “dedicated rail-line to a seaport” is one of the three false features of CentrePort
included on the questionnaire.
Table 15. Awareness and Knowledge: Single-window FTZ access
Single-window
FTZ access

Only available through CentrePort

Total

True

False

Don’t know

Unaware

2

1

21

24

Aware

2

4

11

17

Total

4

5

32

41

Chi-square = 3.842; p-value = .146

As shown in Table 15, many more of the unaware people, compared to the aware
people, don’t know about this nuance of single-window FTZ access. Of those who know, 67
percent of the unaware group got the true/false question correct, compared to only 33 percent
of the aware group. This is surprising; greater awareness is expected to yield more accurate
knowledge.
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Table 16. Awareness and Knowledge: FTZ benefits

FTZ benefits

Automatic with CentrePort location

Total

True

False

Don’t know

Unaware

3

0

21

24

Aware

8

4

6

18

Total

11

4

27

42

Chi-square = 14.035; p-value = .001

Table 16 reveals that none of the unaware people got the true/false question correct,
and a large majority of them don’t know about this nuance of FTZ benefits. Far fewer of the
aware people don’t know, but twice as many of them got the true/false question wrong as
opposed to those who got it right. Results are very similar for the related statement:
“Organizations must be within CentrePort top gain FTZ benefits.”
For the statements about tax advantages – “CentrePort offers better corporate tax
incentives than Winnipeg” and “CentrePort has unique tax subsidies for tenants” – almost no
one in the sample selected the correct responses, which were false in both cases. As in the
previous two statements (see Tables 15 and 16), a majority of people in the unaware group
indicated they “don’t know” about these taxation nuances.
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Table 17. Awareness and Knowledge: Dedicated rail line; access to seaports
Dedicated rail
line to seaport

Greater access to seaports at CentrePort
compared to other Winnipeg locations

Total

True

False

Don’t know

Unaware

5

3

14

22

Aware

4

5

11

20

Total

9

8

25

42

Chi-square = 0.878; p-value = .645

Approximately equal numbers of people in the aware and unaware groups regarding
dedicated rail line to a seaport fall into the true, false and don’t know knowledge response
categories for the statement on greater access to seaports via CentrePort (see Table 17).
However, the aware people were somewhat more likely to get the true/false question correct.
Table 18. Awareness and Knowledge: NW Winnipeg location; access to seaports
NW Winnipeg/
Rosser location

Greater access to seaports at CentrePort
compared to other Winnipeg locations

Total

True

False

Don’t know

Unaware

2

0

7

9

Aware

7

8

17

32

Total

9

8

24

41

Chi-square = 2.980; p-value = .225

A substantial majority of respondents are aware of CentrePort’s NW Winnipeg location.
None of the unaware people got the true/false question correct, and a majority of them don’t
know about this nuance of CentrePort’s locations (see Table 18). A slight majority of people in
the aware group also “don’t know;” and nearly equal numbers of them got the true/false
question wrong versus those who got it right.
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Conclusions

Overall, the study seems to show that the supply chain community believes CentrePort
is important, but doesn’t really understand what it is. People know where it is and that a new
road runs through it. Beyond that, CentrePort seems to remain a mystery to local logistics and
supply chain professionals. More specifically, features of CentrePort are generally considered
important, but it appears people don’t understand the nature or nuances of these features.
This is a compelling finding, leading to a lot of questions.
It needs to be reiterated that Centreport Canada Inc. is a business development
initiative, and it could be very advantageous for Winnipeg. The implications of this opportunity
for Winnipeg organizations could be large or small, depending on how CentrePort markets itself
and attracts these businesses. The survey discovered that Winnipeg-area businesses do not
seem to really understand what CentrePort is or what it offers.

Implications for CentrePort
The features offered by CentrePort appear to align with what is important to the
Winnipeg supply chain industry. However, though the features were generally rated important,
there is evidence that respondents did not understand what those features really mean.
CentrePort should endeavor to clarify what they are advertising and ensure that the features
align with the goals of the project and the needs of the supply chain/logistics community.
Much of the literature being produced and promotions being done may have relatively
little meaning to organizations already based in Winnipeg. That may be partly purposeful;
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perhaps the intent is to attract new businesses to Winnipeg from elsewhere, as opposed to
embracing those that are already here. CentrePort is advised to clarify its promotional
objectives, and differentiate the message to local versus non-local customers. While
affordable, secure space for lease in a public warehouse might entice local firms to move to
CentrePort; municipal or provincial tax breaks could help sell firms from afar to come to
Winnipeg and set up shop in CentrePort.
As an aside, the “better, faster, cheaper” prominently displayed on its website
contributes to the ambiguity of CentrePort’s marketing and focus as a business development
initiative. The question remains: better, faster, and cheaper compared to what? CentrePort is
advised to identify its competitors and answer that question. For instance, is CentrePort a
better, faster and cheaper alternative to the Global Transportation Hub in Regina (see
http://www.thegth.com/), for consolidating eastbound freight destined for the Greater Toronto
Area (GTA) or Chicago?

Implications for Practitioners
Supply chain practitioners should determine the specific benefits that CentrePort
provides, and how these benefits impact organizational performance. Traditionally, the
logistics objectives have focused on cost and service, i.e. minimize total cost while meeting
customer service goals or maximize customer service while adhering to a budget limit.
Nowadays, a growing number of logistics professionals seek to maximize sustainability while
considering customer service goals and budget constraints. Practitioners need to understand
how CentrePort would impact cost, service and sustainability. Asking directed questions about
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the FTZ benefits, transportation options and infrastructure, warehousing and cost/service
characteristics could be very helpful.
Lean manufacturing and lean logistics are being increasingly practiced by many
organizations, albeit to varying degrees. Lean thinking has worked its way into strategic
planning. The current study found that most organizations represented by respondents to the
survey engage in some form of lean activities. However, there was not much of a connection
between leanness of surveyed organizations and importance of features offered by CentrePort.

Implications for Policy Makers
There is a critical need for better understanding of both Centreport Canada Inc. and
CentrePort, the physical space. Including construction of CentrePort Canada Way, over $250
million of tax-payer funds have been invested in this venture in the past several years.
Unfortunately, it is still unclear what the tangible benefits are, or what they are going to be, and
when they will accrue. As frequently noted in the literature, private investment and direction
are required for the success of inland ports. Consequently government is advised to find a way
to reduce the funding it provides to CentrePort. Policy makers should also endeavor to
estimate the return Manitoba and Canadian tax-payers have received for this investment.

Limitations of the Study
While attempts were made to gather a reasonable volume of data, partly by working
with local industry associations, the number of responses may have impeded statistical
significance during hypothesis testing. In addition, there is the possibility of non-response bias
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in the dataset; i.e. non-respondents may be different in important ways to those who
responded to the survey. Some of the data gathered using the survey approach is also limited
to the items on the questionnaire, with no opportunities to probe for deeper meanings. While
SCMA and CITT members are generally knowledgeable about supply chain management and
logistics, some perspectives on CentrePort may have been missed by exclusively targeting the
survey at these groups. Finally, by focusing only on Winnipeg-area supply chain professionals,
outsiders around Western Canada or even around the world, were neglected.

Areas for Further Study
Further exploration is needed in several areas. For instance, further study could be
conducted to better understand what people believe Centreport is, along with their
perceptions about specific features of CentrePort.
Also, further study could be done into the design of CentrePort; why it is located where
it is and why the money was allocated in the way it was. Studying expenditures of more than
$200 million dollars on roads was outside the scope of this thesis, but it would be important to
investigate why the money was spent in this way, as opposed to providing some other means,
such as tax incentives or grants, to develop lasting business within CentrePort.
Research also needs to be conducted regarding perceptions of the business community
outside of Winnipeg, as attracting this group to Winnipeg is another potential opportunity for
Centreport. How does this group compare to the Winnipeggers in terms of awareness and
importance of the various features offered by CentrePort? Which type of business is most
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attracted to the FTZ benefits promoted by CentrePort? Is CentrePort more attractive for
inbound- or outbound-oriented logistics operations?
The common use rail facility and the “5 to 55” concept are additional areas that merit
further study. What types of businesses, in terms of size and industry, might find the common
use rail facility attractive? What types of businesses get excited about the opportunity to get
trucks moving at 55 miles per hour within 5 minutes of departing the terminal? What is the
role of CentrePort Canada Way in achieving 5 to 55? Further study could be done toward
understanding what businesses believe these features mean in terms of potential cost/service
improvements and advantages. Which features might support a lean strategy, and why?
This topic could also be addressed with other research methods, e.g. qualitative
methods. To drill deeper into the nuances of CentrePort’s features, focus groups and/or
qualitative research interviews would be useful. Several case studies could probe into what
makes the magic in a concept like CentrePort, by selecting a small group of case organizations
by location (Winnipeg vs. elsewhere), strategy (lean vs. agile), and industry (manufacturing,
logistics, retail). This type of research offers the potential to overcome some of the limitations
of survey research. A qualitative approach could focus on questions, such as: How does an
organization become aware of CentrePort and its features? Why do certain features support a
lean strategy?
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Final Words
This study set out to explore CentrePort under a logistics lens, from the perspective of
supply chain managers within the Winnipeg area. A lot of very interesting information was
gathered and analyzed, and there was much learned in the endeavour. However, many
conclusions are tentative, and further study is needed. CentrePort remains a mystery to this
researcher, and my interest in this subject has only grown with this study.
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Appendix C: CentrePort Screen Shots
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Common-use rail facility, 3 Class 1 railways

Location in Winnipeg

5 minutes to 55 miles per hour

Low taxes (Winnipeg)
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Single window FTZ; tri-modal; corporate income tax
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